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Animal world formby opening times

The new year is often a time for reflection and resolution. Oliver Sin is an animator, graphic designer and illustrator currently living in Cheltenham, UK and he decided to use his free time in the festive season to look back at life itself. 'The New World' is an animation that charts the life of planet Earth — a little dot in the universe than the world we know today. We see nature
growing, buildings erected and technology swells. The colorful illustration techniques of sin provide some gorgeous imagery, while seamless animation tells the story to perfection. It's a fascinating watch that really will make you think of the world you live in today. See more inspirational work from Oliver Sin on his website. Liked it? Read these! Have you seen an inspiring
animation? Let us know in the comments box below! When you think of the world's deadliest animals, you probably think of awesome top predators like bears and sharks. However, some of the deadliest animals on the planet are so small they're barely noticeable. These terrible creatures kill in many ways, from full attacks to deadly diseases, but they all kill many people every
year. Even if you love the great outdoors, these deadly creatures could never convince you to leave your home again. Almost everyone is bitten by a mosquito at some point in their life, so it is easy to ignore the dangers of this small insect. However, mosquitoes are by far the deadliest animals on the planet. Their bites pass on some of the world's deadliest diseases, including
malaria, encephalitis and yellow fever. When you match all these deaths, mosquitoes kill an estimated 750,000 people each year. Flubydust/Getty Images For most people, it's hard to think of cute, cuddly dogs as endangered, but the man's best friend is responsible for about 25,000 people every year. However, this is not because packed people of aggressive dogs are mauling left
and right. Most are caused by rabies, which stray dogs often take to India, Thailand, Cambodia and other countries. Many of these bites are quite modest. Deaths due to injuries sustained in dog attack are very rare. Capuski/Getty Images From veins in western America to cobras and wipers in Asia and Africa, the world is full of venomous snakes. Together, they kill about 50,000
people every year. Some, like the Western diamondback rattlesnake in the United States, are pivotal and only bite a few people, many of whom don't die. However, others are more aggressive and live in highly populated areas. One of these is the saw-scale wiper, which can be found in parts of Asia, the Middle East and Africa. Although nearly 90% of its bite victims survive, it still
kills around 5,000 people annually. The reptile/Getty Images located across much of sub-Saharan Africa, this meek-looking fly would be just a slight annoyance if not for the deadly disease spreading through its bite. It spreads African sleeping sickness, a parasite That causes neurological symptoms and is often fatal if left untreated. Tsetse fly was causing as many as 300,000 new
infections a year during the height of some historical epidemics, though the number in recent years could be as low as nearly 2,000 due to eradication and control efforts. Attardog/Getty Images Crocodiles are one of the world's most fearsome predators, killing about 1,000 people each year. Humans may not be their favorite victims, but they're not afraid to attack if floating without
realizing a threat. Since crocodiles covertly hunt and then ambush their prey, it can be difficult to avoid. His cousin, the crocodile, is still dangerous to humans, but less than gets willing to actively hunt people. Veni/Getty Images These strange-looking creatures may look like gentle giants, but appearances can be deceiving. Hippos are extremely territorial and aggressive creatures,
even going so far as to sink or tip over boats that pass very close. They attack both after biting and crushing people with their sharp teeth and strong jaws or just catching their victims under water until they drown. Hippo kills about 500 people a year. GP232/Getty Images Elephants are known for their intelligence and emotional depth and are often able to live together peacefully
with humans. However, elephant attacks are on the rise, leading to 500 human deaths each year. These attacks are usually caused by humans trying to chase elephants out of their territory or when elephants have been otherwise harassed and attacked by humans. Unprovoked attacks remain rare. 1001slide/Getty Images You are swimming along at sea, enjoying a beautiful day
at the beach, when suddenly you feel a severe pain. You may have inadvertently swam into a box jellyfish, a whisker of a creature notorious for its incredibly painful sting. These transparent creatures flow slowly into the water and are difficult to see and avoid, so many helpless swimmers get stung every year. Fortunately, most survive, although severe pain can linger for weeks.
However, the poison is strong enough to kill, as well as the pain of paralysis can cause drowning. More than 100 people die every year from these stings. Tammy616/Getty Images Cone snails don't really kill many people, but that's mostly due to luck and humans knowing to leave them alone. These tropical snails have a beautiful and distinctive shell that is often collected for
jewelry and other decorative uses, but only after its inhabitant is emptied. When people annoy them, the snail can stung them with a sharp, harpoon-like appendage that injects one of the strongest venoms into the animal kingdom. It causes almost immediate and complete paralysis and death, although at least it happens quickly. Most reported deaths of minutes of initial sting
Happened. LauraDin/Getty Images These fearsome predators leave most people alone, but when they don't, humans don't fare well. It's hard Out of exactly how many people die from lion attacks due to problems with reporting, but around 22 people are killed by them each year in Tanzania alone. Many of the attacks are caused by humanitarian provocation, as poachers
attempted to hunt them down. Some lions, such as the famous human-eating pair who terrorised railway personnel in Tsavo in 1898, even seem to develop preference for hunting humans. rusm/Getty Images is a project of ARKive Wildscreen, a nonprofit working globally to promote biodiversity and appreciation of nature through the power of wildlife imagery. ARKive aims to be a
publicly accessible centralized repository that helps raise awareness and educate the public: valuable wildlife photos and videos are scattered across a wide variety of private, commercial and expert collections around the world, with no centralized collection, restricted public access, limited educational access, and no coordinated strategy for its long-term preservation. ARKive was
originally created to keep that right, collecting the most inspiring films and photographs of the world's species in a centralized digital library – creating a unique audio-visual record of life on Earth, preserving and maintaining for future generations. To celebrate its 10th anniversary, ARKive asked its users to vote for their favorite species. More than 14,000 votes have been cast from
162 countries, and the results are now in place. Interestingly, the #1 location is not held by one of the better known iconic species such as the tiger (#2) or polar bear (#5), but only by a small flying bird found in New Zealand, Kakapo (pictured above). See the entire top 10 here. Through the ARKive from a bird's super-clear vision to the gecko's extreme sensitivity to a spider's 16
eyes and color, there's more to the eyes of animals than meets the eye. While it's easy to take givens in nature for granted, when a while takes the details from the leaves of a tree to the anatomy of an elephant trunk to explore everything the rabbit hole can be attractive. Or at least for nature nerds like me! But I know I'm far from alone. There is such beauty in learning about how
the natural world works; Growing appreciation for small things makes life better, I say. It can also make for a very boring cocktail party guest – did you know that there are 150,000 muscle bundles in all in the trunk of an elephant? - But it's a small price to pay to be enchanted by the magic of the planet. The animal world in particular, in all its vastness and intricate engineering, is
filled with truly amazing surprises. And because of that, I feel fond of this infographic from Helpover. It's a neat exploration of the many wonders of animal vision. And since most human animals seem like non-human animals – and since vision is a feeling that we share with other animals – one of putting the natural world in perspective The way, therefore, to speak. Look what I
mean? © helpucover.co.uk helpucover.co.uk helpucover.co.uk
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